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the typefaces we ended up with are shown here. all of them are made available
under the sil open font license (ofl), which can be downloaded for free from the
sil open font license project web site. the license allows you to copy, distribute
and modify the font under a certain license. it is also easy to adapt the font to

your own needs, for example for websites or ebooks. for more information on this
topic and a detailed comparison of the different typefaces, have a look at the

wilhelm schwarz typeface selection. most of the typefaces shown here are rather
unique. because of this they are in fact quite often used in illustrations and logos.

we think they all look rather smart, so please try and put them to good use. if
you like any of these fonts, we are always interested in receiving feedback and

would like to hear about your experiences using them. please contact us via
email info@wilhelm-schwarz.de. im trying to figure out how much our favorite
fonts have changed. but theyre still recognisably the fonts they were 40 years

ago. theyre still a way to put your feelings into words, no matter how difficult you
think they are to read. i dont remember the exact date, but i recall that my

father-in-law bought a new car in the 1970s, and it was a british leyland. the only
thing that was different was the font used for the dashboard, which was identical
to that used for the volkswagen badge. theyre the same font. its a font that, for

some reason, has been accepted as being an acceptable thing. it is like the
default font in many computers. it looks simple, but thats because it is simple.
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